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On April 18, 1986, the Station was notified by the Station Nuclear
Engineering Department (SNED) of several potential discrepancies in
the design of certain small bore piping systems on LaSalle 1 and 2.
The discrepancies were found in hand calculations for thermal stress

-

When theon two inch and under piping, which used standard criteria.
Station became aware of this problem, Unit 1 was in Cold Shutdown (Mode
h) and Unit 2 was in Power Operation at 1095 MWe (Mode 1).

SNED made their notification based on an initial review of these calculations
by the Architect Engineer who discovered six piping subsystems whereThese calculationsASME Code acceptance limits could have been exceeded.|

were also checked using an evaluation based on Markl's Fatigue Curves,
and demonstrated that none of the discrepancies posed an immediate
threat to piping integrity.

An audit was conducted of all piping subsystems designed using the
same criteria and hand calculation approach, which identified only
one additional design error.

)

The cause of these errors was a failure to correctly input main header|

thermal displacements into small bore pipe fatigue calculations by
Architect Engineer personnel during initial plant construction.
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT:

On April 18, 1986, the Station was notified by the Station Nuclear
Engineering Department (SNED) that several potential design discrepancies
had been noted on small bore piping systems by the Architect Engineer.
Architect Engineer person al had noted apparent anomalies in hand
calculations done on en . tin subsystems during initial plant construction,
while attempting to r .aate the effects on certain piping from -

snubbers which had lailed functional acceptance criteria during
surveillance testing. Six subsystems were initially considered
support involving instrument piping on the Reactor Core Isolation
Cooling (RCIC, BN) and Residual Heat Removal (RHR, B0) systems,
and valve stem packing drain lines on the Reactor Water Cleanup
(RWCU, CE) and Main Steam Systems (MS, SB). At the time of this
notification, Unit 1 was in Cold Shutdown (Condition h) in its
first refueling outage, and Unit 2 was in Power Operation (Mode
1) at 1095 Mwe.

All of the subsystems in question were originally hand analyzed
on site, using a standard set of calculation and acceptance guidelines,
during initial plant construction. The Architect Engineer immediately
reviewed the entire analysis for the six subsystems of concern,
to determine if actual design errors had been made. They also
surveyed a number of other small bore piping subsystems analyzed
using the same guidelines, to help define the extent of the problems|

in these hand calculations. The Station was notified on April!

22, 1986, that the Architect Engineer had completed their review
and had confirmed that the initial design analysis had been inadequate
in all six cases where problems had been suspected. Their reviev
showed that personnel performing the original calculations had
input erroneously low main header thermal displacement information,

| into the thermal stress hand calculations for the six small borei

subsystems or had miscalculated the system thermal offsets or
flexibility limits. When the input was corrected in each case,
it was found that ASME Code acceptance limits for thermal stress
and/or flexibility had been exceeded at certain locations on the
small bore piping. In parallel with the review, the Artnitect

I Engineer performed a new fatigue analysis on each of the six subsystems,
Thisvith acceptance limits based on Mark 1's Fatigue Curves.

i additional fatigue analysis showed that, although ASME Code limits
had been exceeded, the integrity of the system piping in each
case vould not be compromised.

The six discrepant piping subsystems are listed below:
|

i
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I. DESCRIITION OF EVENT (Continued):

Unit 1:

1. Valve packing gland leakoff line from Reactor Water Cleanup
System (CE) valve, 1G33-F102, to the gland seal leakoff reservoir
in the containment. The 1G33-F102 valve is located inside
primary containment and is a CE system suction stop valve

-

from the reactor recirculating (AR, AD) system. This is
subsystem 1NS6hF.

Valve gland leakoff line from Inboard Main Steam (SB) Isolation2.
Valve, 1B21-F022A, to the gland seal leakoff reservoir in
the primary containment. This is subsystem 1MS6hC.

An instrument line from the four inch steam supply line for3
the HCIC (BN) system to differential pressure switch, 1E31-N013A.
This pressure switch is one of two off the steamline outside
the primary containment, which provides a signal to isolate
the steamline when flov exceeds.high limits. This is subsystem
1RIA3

h. An instrument line from the ten inch steam supply line to
the "B" RHR (BO) Heat Exchanger to pressure switch, 1E12-N033B.
The pressure switch is one of four located outside the primary
containment, designed to isolate the steam supply to the
"A" and "B" Heat Exchangers when a high flow limit is exceeded.

| This is subsystem RHAT.
|

Unit 2:

Valve packing gland leakoff line from Reactor Water Cleanup1.
System (CE) valve, 2G33-F102. Same description as 1. above
for Unit 1. This is subsystem 2MS6hF.

Same problem as 3. above for Unit 1 on the RCIC (BN) system,2.
involving pressure switch, 2E31-N013A. This is subsystem
2RIA3

The Station assessed the results of the review with SNED on April
22, 1986, and requested the Architect Engineer to initiate an
audit to review all of the Unit 1 and 2 hand calculations on small
bore piping, which were analyzed by the same methods as the above

Based on the additional fatigue calculationssix subsystems.
done using'the Mark 1 Curves, the Station determined that it was
not necessary to declare any plant systems on Unit 1 or 2 inoperative,
as the result of the design errors found in the small bore hand

| This information was conveyed to the US NRC Regioncalculations.
III office via a conference call involving the Station, SNED and|
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I. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT (Continued):

|

the Architect Engineer. The Station stated during this discussion
that all cases where piping stresses exceeded Code allowable,

t valves would be restored to Code conformance in Unit 1 prior to
| restart from its refuel outage, and at the first available cold

outage on Unit 2.
.

By mid-May, 1986, audit of all subsystems designed using the same
criteria as the already identified discrepant subsystems was completed.
This audit covered 196 small bore subsystems on Unit 1 and 2 and
identified one additional discrepancy on a Unit 1 subsystem, bringing
the total number of problems to seven. The seventh design discrepancy
was as follows: An instrument line from the ten inch' steam supply
to the "A" RHR Heat Exchanger, to pressure switch, lE12-NO32A.
The pressure switch is one of four located outside the primary
containment, designed to isolate the steam supply to the "A" and
"B" heat exchangers when a high flow limit is exceeded. This
is subsystem 1RHE5

On May 27, 1986, a presentation was made of the results of this
. comprehensive audit to US NRC personnel at the Region III offices,
as well as a synopsis of the technical basis for the alternate
fatigue evaluation using the Mark 1's Curves, which were performed
to assess the impact of the discrepancies found in the audit on
piping integrity. Three of the seven discrepancies were ultimately
accepted via reanalysis, without any system hardware changes being
made in the field. The other four discrepancies require system
support modifications to bring their subsystems back into conformance

| with ASME Code stress limits. Four Station modifications have
been initiated.

i II. CAUSE:
'

The cause of the seven design deficiencies found in the hand calculationsi

| for small bore piping at LaSalle was the failure of design personnel'

to correctly enter main system header pipe thermal displacements
into their analyses, or correctly calculate thermal flexibilities
during initial plant construction. The Architect Engineer internal
review of the calculations also failed to uncover these analytical
deficiencies at the time they were performed.

g,n =.
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III. PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES OF THE OCCURRENCE:

No significant consequences resulted from the events described
in this report. The seven design discrepancies found affected
the thermal / flexibility analysis of two inch and under piping
only, and did not involve dynamic analyses of any kind. The Architect
Engineer reexamined each of the seven subsystems using the higher,
but more realistic stress limits given in the Markl Fatigue Curves. *

,

These studies showed that in no case was piping integrity compromised
because of the design calculation errors, although ASME Code limits
were exceeded, and system operability would have been maintained
had the errors gone undiscovered.

IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

1. All small bore piping subsystems designed using standard
criteria via hand calculations, similar to those where the
original errors were found, were audited to insure they were
analyzerl correctly. This audit encompassed a total of 196
piping subsystems, which included 87 from Unit 1 and 109
from Unit 2. The detailed results of this audit are as follows:

No discrepancies found - 128 subsystemsa.

b. Had calculational deficiencies which could be resolved
analytically - 6h subsystems

Hand calculation deficiencies which required field changesc.
to meet Code allovables - h subsystems.

Total review of 196 subsystems.

2. Station modifications were initiated on the four subsystems
where hardware changes were needed to restore pipe conformance
to ASME acceptance limits. A breakdown of these four modificat!ons

j
is as follows:

Unit 1:

i
Station modification M-1-1-86-037 on subsystem 1MS6hFa.
- The 1B33-F102 valve gland leakoff line on the RWCU
system.

g,sc== ,
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IV. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

b. Station mooification M-1-1-86-057 on subsystem 1RIA3
- The RCIC system instrument line to differential pressure
switch, 1E31-N013A.

Station modification M-1-1-86-058 on subsystem 1RHE5c.
- The RHR system instrument line to pressure switch, ,

1E12-N032A, from the ten inch steam supply line to the
B0 "A" Heat Exchanger. This modification has been completed.

Unit 2:

Station modification M-1-2-86-035 on subsystem 2RIA3a.
- The instrument line to differential pressure switch,
2E31-N013A, on the RCIC systen. This modification has
been completed.

3. As of July, 198h, the Architect Engineer no longer performs
the small bore piping analysis covered in this report via
hand calculations. All of this analysis was converted to
a ecmputerized format in Jaly,1984.

V. PREVIOUS OCCUPRDiCES:

None of this type.

VI. NAME AND TELEPHONE NUMBER OF PREPARER:

| Daniel R. Szumski, Technical Staff Engineer, 815/357-6761, extension

f 447
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July 30, 1986 |

.U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

Voluntary Reportable Occurrence Report #86-024-00, Docket #050-373
-is being submitted .to your office in accordance with 10CFR 50 73

.$* 1s n
. J. Diederich

Station Manager
LaSalle County Station

'GJD/DRR/kg

Enclosure

xc: NRC, Regional Director
INPO-Records Center
File /NRC 1
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